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“Another winner....Todd again excels at vivid atmosphere and the effects of war in this specific
time and place. Grade: A.”—Cleveland Plain Dealer “Readers who can’t get enough of Maisie
Dobbs, the intrepid World War I battlefield nurse in Jacqueline Winspear’s novels…are bound to
be caught up in the adventures of Bess Crawford.”—New York Times Book Review Charles
Todd, author of the resoundingly acclaimed Ian Rutledge crime novels (“One of the best
historical series being written today” —Washington Post Book World) debuts an exceptional new
protagonist, World War I nurse Bess Crawford, in A Duty to the Dead. A gripping tale of perilous
obligations and dark family secrets in the shadows of a nightmarish time of global conflict, A
Duty to the Dead is rich in suspense, surprise, and the impeccable period atmosphere that has
become a Charles Todd trademark.
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Elizabeth du Fresne, “The First of WWI Nurse Bess Crawford Series. Charles Todd (the pen
name of of a.mother/son writing duo) has intrigued me as the author of the Ian Rutledge mystery
series set in this same England of the First World War, I had not read any of this "sister" series
so started with then first book. And it did not.disappoint. Bess Crawford is the daughter of a
retired British officer who grew up in India where her father was stationed. She received her
nurses training and has been ministering to the wounded and dying soldiers during the first year
of the war. She has a London flat with three other young women (at least one of whom.is also a
nurse). She is returning to London from service on the hospital ship Britannica, sister ship.to the
recently sunk Titanic, when Britannica is hit by a German Uboat torpedo. She has a slower trip
home to England while dealing with the wounded arm from that experience. She has a duty to
perform after reaching England. A young officer from Kent who died while she was caring for
him has made her promise to bring an oral message to his brother Jonathan. That seemingly
straight forward task leads her into a long ago family tragedy now enhanced with new death and
drama. Bess can not walk away from the increasingly dangerous and convoluted events
concerning this family and its four sons. Thoroughly recommend this historic mystery and.its
interesting heroine.”

MB, “A Duty to the Dead. A Duty to the Dead is the first book in the Bess Crawford series.I have
previously read book seven in the series; A Pattern of Lies a little while ago and I just absolutely
loved that book. And, of course, I wanted to read the series from the beginning and lucky me; I
own the first book as an eBook.Bess Crawford works as a nurse during WW1 and is home now
after being onboard a hospital ship that sunk. She survived with a broken arm and since she
can't work decides to travel to Kent to visit the mother and sibling of a dying soldier last word;
"Tell Jonathan that I lied. I did it for Mother's sake. But it has to be set right." But the strange
thing is that neither the mother nor the brothers admit knowing what the message is about. But
then Bess learns that there is another brother, incarcerated in a lunatic asylum…I think this
series is starting to be one of my favorites. Now I have only read two books, but I feel that the
WW1 milieu and the characters are truly well-done. Bess Crawford is not an amateur sleuth, she
is a nurse and the mystery she happens to stumble on isn't something she had planned to solve.
She just happens to be the one that starts it all, the one that sets everything in motion. And, that
is one thing I really love about this book, Bess feels like a solid character with her feet steady on
the ground. There is no romance luring left and right on the book. No sweetheart. I mean I'm not
against romance in books, but mostly I want it to have a smaller place in the story.I found the first
book in the series quite good. The mystery about the message and the brother everyone is
trying to forget was really good and I was gripped by the whole story.I think one of the reasons I
find this series so appealing is that it does remind me of Laurie. R. King's series about Mary
Russell. I stated the same thing in A Pattern of Lies and I feel it still. I believe if you like of Laurie.



R. King's series about Mary Russell you will like this series too.4.5 stars”

anieclare, “A Change for Me. I usually stay clear of WWl books. The war was so terrible that I
almost can't get pas the horror enough to enjoy the story. I have to say I was pleasantly surprised
by Bess and company. Of course, the vast majority of the book took place in England. Even so, I
think Todd did a good job of revealing the terrible cost of war on those on the front and on those
left behind.I enjoyed the mystery. I thought it was well constructed and I changed my mind
several times before settling on the culprit. Even then, there were some shocking moments.My
one criticism is the sometimes unbelievable behavior of Bess. She had an incredible amount of
freedom for an early twentieth century woman, especially considering her upbringing. And the
fact that complete strangers were willing to be interrogated by a young single woman about
circumstances that were clearly none of her concern was simply unbelievable at times. Todd
also left a few loose ends dangling. One plot point in particular was never tied up or explained.
Simply dropped.Overall though, I enjoyed the book. I bought the first and second book at a
reduced price from Amazon, but I'm not sure if I will follow the series beyond book two. While I
liked Bess and I think the idea of battlefield nurse/detective is intriguing and unique, I think the
concept is limited. How many murders can a young, army nurse possibly happen across before
plots become contrived and outside the bounds of believability? Not many, I wager.”

H. Lacroix, “Unputdownable!. Once again the weakness of the Todd writing team seems to be
that they are unable to write an ending that isn't somewhat frenzied and also implausible. The
mystery, once revealed,leaves you nonplussed how to how on earth events would have turned
this way. But however unsatisfactory this may seem, the rest is so good that I am becoming a
fan. I read this one in twenty four hours as I just couldn't put it down. Bess Crawford 's hospital
ship, Britannic, encounters a German mine in the mediterranean that nearly sends them all to a
watery grave. Having suffered a broken arm during this episode she is convalescing in Britain
and decides to finally fulfill a promise. A few weeks before, a young officer for whom she had
come to feel more than she ought to, had, on his dying bed, made her promise to repeat a
certain message to one of his brothers.She was to tell him that he had lied for his mother's sake
but that he wished things to be set right. When she is received by the Graham family, no one
seems to take the dying man's wishes seriously and they even seem to fail to understand what
he may have meant. And yet, there is a half brother not five miles away in a lunatic asylum, who
has been shut up in there for over 14 years. As a child he is supposed to have butchered a
young woman and has been locked away ever since. What if he had had nothing to do with this
crime? And this is where Bess will have to come into action and where the Todd writing team will
have us on tenterhooks, reading page after page until all is revealed. Not perfect as I have
written before but still very entertaining and to be highly recommended!”

c swan, “very good. an excellent read”



Dorset Reader, “Well written. I bought this book having read a number of the "Inspector
Rutledge" series by this author. It is set in the period of WW1 and I thoroughly enjoyed it,
perhaps because Bess Crawford the heroine comes over as a warm and believable charecter. I
shall look forward to reading more in this series.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “good. Good "new" series from talented authors, a different perspective on
the Geat War and its aftermath.”

The book by Charles Todd has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 985 people have provided feedback.
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